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Re: Nomination

of Dr. Peter Naur for the ACM

T\rring Award

I am delighted to nominate Peter Naur for the ACM Turing Award,
for fundamental contributions to programming language defrnition, formal syntax
notation, compiler construction, program assertions, structured programming,
and computer education exemplifred by pioneering work on the A1gol 60 Report,
tIrc Backus-Naur Form, the Gier Algol compiler, "general snapshots," goto-less
programming, "action clusters," and the Concise Survey of Computer Methods.
Tlre nomination is strongly supported by letters from 27 leading computer scientists, including 13
T\rring Award Winners and 10 Members of the National Academy of Engineering.
In support of the nomination I enclosethe fbllowing documents:
r Short Biography of Peter Naur.
o Scientific Contributions of Peter Naur.
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revolutionary they were at the time. He was the driving intellectual force behind the definition
of the programming language Algol 60. This has been called the "birth of computing science"
becauseit "showed the first ways in which automatic computing could and should and did become
a topic of academicconcern" (Dijkstra 1999).

Eight computer pioneers, who participated in the development of Algol 60, or one its successors,
Algol W, Simula 67, and Pascal, have already received the T\rring Award:
1966
l97l
1972
7977

AIan Perlis
John McCarthy
Edsger Dijkstra
John Backus

1980
1984
2001
2001

Tony Hoare
Niklaus Wirth
Ole-Johan Dahl
Kristen Nygaard

In my view, a Turing Award is long overdue for Peter Naur's towering contributions to computing.
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S/JOP'jI BIOGRAPHY

OF PETER

NAUR,

Peter Naur was born in Frederiksbergnear Copenhagen,Denmark, on October 25, 1928.
While still in high school, he d.evelopedan interest in astronomy, and with the guidance of
the staff of the Copenhagen University Observatory worked on calculations of the orbits
of comets and minor planets. He began his academicstudies at CopenhagenUniversity in
1947,getting his mag. scient. degreein astronomyin 1949.
He spent the year 1950 51 as a researchstudent at King's College, Cambridge' Etgland, working on the design of a program for the EDSAC for calculating the perturbecl
motions of minor planets. The years 1952-53 he spent in the United States, with visits to
a number of astronomical observatoriesand computer development laboratories, followed
by a second stay at Cambridge, England.
From 1953 to 1959 he was a scientific assistant at CopenhagenObservatory, and also
served as consultant in the areas of assembly Ianguage and debugging aids to the inclependentcomputer laboratory, Regnecentralen,on the development of the first Danish
computer, DASK. He receivedhis doctorate in astronomy in 1957'
In 1959 Dr. Naur joined the staff of Regnecentralenspecializing in the area of high
level languages, and thus became heavily involved in the international development of
Algol 60. He organized the Algol Bulletin and becameone of the thirteen members of the
international team that proclucedthe final design of Algol 60 in 1960, serving as editor of
the team's report on the language, Report on the Algori'thmi'cLanguage Algol 60'
As a member of the compiler design group of R,egnecentralen,Dr. Naur contributecl
to the design of compilers for Algol 60 and Cobol, characterizedby their effective use of
multipass techniques. This experience led to an interest in the basic principles of data
processing,resulting in a book, Conc'iseSuruey of Computer Methods, published in 7974'
As the first Danish professor of datalogy at the University of Copenhagen,from 1969
to 1998, Peter Naur has studied plogram development as a human activity'
He has been co-editor of BIT, the Nordic Journal for Numerical Mathematics and
Computer Science,since its start in 1960. Dr. Naur servedas president of The Danish
Society of Datalogy until 1982, since its founding in 1966, and was co-editor of the report
on the fi.rst conferenceon Software Engineering in 1968.
He was honored with the G. A. HagemannMedal in 1963, the ,JensRosenkircrPrize
in 1966.and the Computer Pioneer Award of the ItrEE Computer Society in 1986.
Adapted from the IEEtr brochure clescribing
Peter Naur's 1986 Computer P'ioneerAward
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OF PETER
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This summary of Peter Naur's work relies primarily on quotations from the publishecl
papers of Turing Award winners, who participated in the development of Algol 60 and its
successors.

The Algol

60 Language

Looking back on half a century of computer science, Edsger Dijkstra (1999) remarked that
"The 60s started with an absolute miracle, viz. Algol 60."
The programming language Algol 60 introduced recursive procedures, block structure,
scope rules, and type declarations in imperative programming. It was developed bv an
international committee that included John Backus, John McCarthy, Peter Naur, and
Alan Perlis.
According to Peter Wegner (1976):
In programming language development, Algol 60 is probably the most important conceptual milestone. Its defining document, known as the Algol 60 report (Naur 1960),
presents a method of language definition which is an enormous advantage over previous definition techniques and allovrs us for the first time to think of a language as an
object of study rather than as a tool in problem solution.
Tony Hoare (1974) agreed:
The more I ponder the principles of language design, and the techniques that put
them into practice, the more is my amazement at and admiration of Algol 60. Here
is a language so far ahead of its time that it was not only an improvement of its
predecessorsbut also of nearly all its successors.

The AIgoI 60 Repoft
In 1959, at the initiative of Peter Naur, the Algol Bulletin was issued which served as
an international forum for discussing the development of the language. In January 1960,
Naur prepared a draft organized in the style of the final Algol report.
Dijkstra (1999): "several friends of mine, when askedto suggesta birth for Computing
Science, came up with January 1960, precisely becauseit was Algol 60 that showed
the first ways in which automatic computing could and should and did become a topic
of academic concern."

John Backus (1981) acknowledgedNaur as the driving intellectual force behind the
definition of the programming language Algol 60:
Peter Naur's conduct of the Algol Bulletin and his incredible preparation fbr that
lJanuary 19601meeting in which Algol was all written down already in his notebookhe changed it a Iittle bit in accordancewith the wishes of the committee, but it was
that stuff that really made Algol 60 the languagethat it is, and it wouldn't have even
come about. I don't think, had he not done that.

On account of this work, the committee asked Naur to be the editor of the Algol 60 report
(Naur 1960).
Dijkstru (1999): "I remember, when I receivedthe final document, the awe with which
I observedhow in the block structure the textual concept of scopehad been related to
the nested life time of incarnations. It was a beautiful synthesis,relating computation
structure to program structure; as such it representsa quantum leap in our coming
to grips with the programming task."
In a summary of Naur's report) Tony Hoare (1974) praised "the simplicity
its description, rarely equaled and never surpassed."

and clarity of

The B ackus--lVaur Forrn

The syntax notation introduced by John Backus (1959)and refined by Peter Naur (1960)
was a major influence on the Algol 60 Report. As Backus recalled (1980):
I had been exposed to the work of the logician Emil Post (1943) and his notion of a
"production." I hastily adapted lPost productions] for use in describing the syntax of
IAL fAlgol 58]. The resulting paper (Backus 1959) was received with a siience that
made it seem that precise syntax description was an idea whose time had not yet
come. As far as I know that paper had only one reader, Peter Naur. ..He improved
the notation...and then used it to describethe syntax of Alsol 60 in the definitive
paper on that language.
Donald Knuth (1964) agreed:
Naur's additions lto the original Backus Normal form] are quite important. Furthermore, if it had not been for Naur's work in recognizing the potential of Backus's
ideas. . . Backus's work would have become virtually lost; and much of the knowledge
we have today about languagesand compilers would not have been acquired.

Knuth proposed "that henceforth we say Backus Naur Form instead of Backus Normal
form, when referring to such a syntax.')
The evidence is overwhelming that Peter Naur's Algol 60 report is a landmark in
comDuter science:
Donald Knuth (1967): "The most notable feature of the first Algol 60 Report was the
new standard it set for language definition, basedon an almost completely systematic
use of syntactic rules that prescribed the structure of programs; this innovation made
it possible to know exactly what the IanguageAlgol 60 was, to a much greater extent
than had ever been achievedDreviouslv."
Edsger Dijkstra (1999): "The introduction and use of BNF (Backus Naur Form)
to fbrmalize the syntax was a very courageousnovelty.. .It turned out to have all
the properties of a helpful formalism, viz. compact, unambiguous and amenable to
mechanical manipulation: before the end of the decade the construction of parsers
had been mechanized, an achievement that 10 years earlier would have baffled the
imagination."

Bob Floyd (196a): "The most representative and fruitful example of the use of a
formal grammar in defining a programming ianguage is the use of a phrase structure
grammar to specify most of the syntactic rules of Algol 60."
Edsger Dijkstra (1972): "The famous Report on the Algorithmic Language Algol
60 is the fruit of a genuine effort to carry abstraction a vital step further ancl to
clefine a programming language in an implementation-independent way. ..The report
gloriously demonstrated the power of the formal method BNF, now fairly known as
Backus-Naur-Form, and the power of carefully phrased trnglish, at least when usecl
by someoneas brilliant as Peter Naur. I think that it is fair to say that only very few
documents as short as this have had an equally profound influence on the computing
community."

Cornpiler

Construction

The famous Gjer Algol compiler of JOrn Jensen and Peter Naur implemented Algol 60
on the Gier computer with a memory of only 1K words and a drum of 12K words (Naur
1963b). Inspirecl by the Atlas computer (Fotheringham 1961), the run-time system impleany hardware support!
mented demand paging of compiled code-without
Gier Algol introduced several innovations in compiler technology. During compilation.
syntactic and semantic errors were handled by the same kind of Iogic that was used for
correct source programs.
sions operating on type
compiler was checked by
that each instruction of

Type checking was performed by abstract evaluation of expresdescriptions rather than values of operands (Naur 1965). The
means of small Algol programs constructed specificallv to ensure
the compiler would be executed at least once. This systematic

approach to testing made the compiler virtually error-free.
Dijkstra correctly called Gier Algol "a masterpiece" (Brinch Hansen 1976).

Prograrn

Correctness

Peter Naur (1966b) also pioneerecl the idea of using assertionsto prove the correctness of
programs. According to DijksLra (1999):
Peter Naur from Copenhagen was around 1965 the first to contribute to the art of
reasoning about programs in the little article in which he launched his "general snapshots" (which later would be called "assertions"). Due to the limited circulation of
the iournal BIT in which it was published it did not get the attention it deserved' He
was followed by Robert W. Floyd (1967) fiom Stanford with the paper on assigning
meanings to programs.

Structured

P rogratnming

In a short paper on Go to statements and good Algol sffe,

Naur (1963c) wrote:

I would like to turn the attention to a feature which mars a large number of the
published Algol programs: the incessantand unnecessaryuse of the goto statement. ' .If
you look carefully you will find that surprisingly often a "go to" statement which looks

"fbr" statement.And you will be pleasedto find how the
back realiy is a concealecl
clarity of the aigorithmimproveswhen you insertthe "for" clausewhereit belongs'
As Donald Knuth (I974) pointed out: "Naur's (1963c)comtnentswere the first published remarks about harmful go to statements." They appeared five years before the
more well-known letter of Dijkstra (1968) on "Go to statementsconsideredharmful."
In a paper on Programming by action clusters, Naur (1969a) illustrates systematicr
construction of programs from smaller piecesthat maintain global invariants'
Cornputer Science Education
In a brilliant paper, Naur (1966a)views compilation as a generaldata processingproblem
that involves more fundamental programming methods which should be taught as part of
a core of computer science. At a time when compiler contruction was still regarderl as a,l
fundamental subject in its own right, Naur's insight was ahead of its time.
Naur (1968, 7974) proceededto outline a complete core courseon computer science
based on fundamental principles of data representation,arithmetic, searchingand sorting,
finite state analysis of text strings, expressionevaluation, Iinked lists, backing stores, and
design of large clata systems. Naur's vision of computer sciencewas published in the same
vear as Donald Knuth's first volume on The Art of Computer Programming (1968)'

The Software

Cfisis

In 1969 Peter Naur anrl Brian Randell edited a report on the first conference on Software
Engineering. Dijkstra (1999) viewed this as a turning point in the historv of computer
programming:
It was there and then that the so-cailed "sofbware Crisis" was admitted and the
conclition was created under which programming as such could become a topic of
academic interest. The latter. not surprisingly, turned programming from an intuitive
activity into a formal one.

Human

Aspects of Computing

Many of Peter Naur's papers first appeared in the little known Scandinavian iournal BIT.
In 19g2, ACM Press published a collection of Peter Naur's most important papers. This
volume also includes some of his later papers from the 1970s through the 1990s. Although
not as influential as his groundbreaking work in the 1960s, his essays on Compnting: A
Huatan Activity show great wisdom and a refreshingly undogmatic view of the field.
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